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Greetings,
Would You Like To Start Living Your Dreams Now? It is possible.
By following a few simple principles you can move from simply
dreaming to actually living your dreams. Imagine what that would feel
like.
Discover these principles in A Passion for the Edge: Living Your
Dreams Now. Find out how in the next section of this Newsletter.

Live your dreams,
Tim Tyler
President, Edenscape Publishing

About This Book

What Makes It Different?

Thank You for
Buying A Passion for
the Edge: Living Your
Dreams Now. Nearly
half of you that already
bought this
book purchased two or
more copies. Some
bought 5 to 10
books and gave copies
to family and friends.
And one person called
and said she curled up
in her favorite chair
and read the entire
book in one day! As a
new author, it's
exciting to see your
response.
Thanks again.

Have you read how-to-succeed
books and found they have not
significantly changed your life?
The reason they are ineffective is
that each of us are unique.
We have different dreams, we are
at different stage of our lives, we
have different skills, different
backgrounds, different interests,
different financial needs, different
experiences. We are unique individuals.
Imagine walking into a mall to buy running shoes and seeing two
shoe stores next to each other. One has a sign in the window that
reads - One Size Fits All Running Shoes. The other store has a sign
in the window that reads - Custom Fit Running Shoes. Where Would
You Buy Your Running Shoes? Can a one-size-fits-all running shoe
help you to run better?
Does it make any more sense to buy a one-size-fits-all how to
succeed book then it does to buy running shoes at a one-size-fits-all
shoe store? Can a 3, 5, 7, or 10 step one-size-fits-all formula for
success transform your life?
A Passion for the Edge: Living Your Dreams Now explains why
one-size-fits-all success books fail to significantly change you. It
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Best wishes, Tim

Announcing
Another Book
Award
You already know from
the December 2008
Newsletter that A
Passion for the Edge:
Living Your Dreams
Now is a National Best
Books Award-Winning
Finalist in the category
Business: Motivational.
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then teaches the principles that will allow you to succeed, to radically
change what you see as possible, and to step boldly into living your
dreams now.
This book differs from other books on success in that it does not
give you a list of things you need to do be successful - the one-sizefits-all approach. Instead the book is written in a way that will allow
you to discover the principles of success and then translate them into
actions that apply specifically, and uniquely, to you and your dreams
- the custom fit shoe approach.
This is what Jim Barnes, Managing Editor & Awards Director of the
Independent Publisher Online, wrote about A Passion for the Edge:
Living Your Dreams Now.
"Here's a 'road trip' book about finding a pathway to your dreams,
interwoven with author Tim Tyler's tales of motorcycle trekking around
Alaska and the Northwest. I'm normally skeptical about combining
memoir and self-help, but Tyler's passion is contagious, and his
meticulous but enthusiastic approach to writing, biking and living
brings it all together seamlessly. You may not expect to receive
personal growth affirmations from a big, leather-clad guy on a
motorcycle, but life's funny that way. This book will entertain, instruct
and inspire you, in whatever proportions you care to take them in."
A Passion for the Edge: Living Your Dreams Now creates an
opportunity for discovering and applying the principles that will allow
you to succeed in living your dream. After reading it, you will have
the tools to begin the journey. Then, all you'll need to do is take the
step. Live your dream.

Recently, A Passion
for the Edge: Living
Your Dreams
Now was also
recognized as an
Independent Publisher
Highlighted title.
Highlighted titles
"recognize the best of
the newly released,
independently
published titles ...
honored ... for
exhibiting superior
levels of creativity,
originality, and high
standards of design
and production
quality." (Quote from
Independent Publishers
Online Magazine)

Why wait? What's stopping you?
Buy this book now by clicking here and get a 25% Discount and
FREE shipping.
The paperback book is discounted from $21.50 to $16.13 (a $5.37
savings) and the hardcover book is discounted from $27.50 to $20.63
(a $6.87 savings).

Anchorage Sunset
Grasp The Moment!

The right time, the
right place, and the
right action.
This is an amazing
photograph of a sunset I
took the other day.
Without a doubt one of
the most spectacular
sunsets I have ever seen.
It was blindingly brilliant.
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About The Author
Tim Tyler launched
Minuteman missiles
while in the U.S. Air
Force, conducted
research and
development for
Texaco, managed the
development of some
of the largest oil fields
in North America for
BP, headed a
worldwide research
and technical service
organization in
England, started two
businesses, and
traveled around the
world. A five time
patent holder, Tyler set
the ambitious goal of
retiring at age 55.
Instead, he retired at
age 50 - determined to
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It looked like the horizon was on fire,
We've lived in Anchorage, Alaska for nearly 25 years and never
seen anything like this before. I just happen to look out my office
window and there it was. So I stopped what I was doing and started
taking pictures. Within a few minutes the incredible sight was gone.
The brilliance lost.
I happened to see this sunset because I glanced out the window.
But if I had waited just a few minutes to finish what I was doing
before grabbing the camera, it would have been too late. The
moment would have past. The opportunity lost.
The right time, the right place, and the right action. Don't let
opportunities pass you by. Take Action!

Description

A Passion for the Edge - Living Your Dreams Now

"If you want what
you've never had,
you have to do
what you've never
done."
Unknown
This quote seems
rational. Yet, when it
comes to living our
dreams or succeeding
in our lofty desires it
sometimes feels like
we're stuck in a
routine, and cannot
find a way out.
Unfortunately, many
people find
themselves yearly
refreshing a
commitment to living
their dreams, years
move into decades, a
lifetime passes, and
their dreams remain
unrealized. Why?
What do we need to do to begin living our dreams? "A Passion for
the Edge - Living Your Dreams Now," tackles this question head-on.
The approach used is unique. How to begin living your dreams is
developed at three levels. (1) The theoretical level addresses the
required success principles. (2) The practical level helps you define
specific actions. And (3) the emotional level makes your dreams
vivid by showing what it is like to live a dream.
Learning occurs by swirling together words, story, and pictures in a
way that will ignite a passion for living your dreams. The approach
will show how to discover the success principles that will let you
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live his dreams while
young, and help others
do the same.
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master any challenge, or realize any dream. It will make the
principles concrete, real, and alive. They will become part of you.
"A Passion for the Edge - Living Your Dreams Now" can transform
the way you live life by helping you embrace the possibility that
there's nothing stopping you from beginning to live your dreams now.
No waiting necessary.
Buy this book now by clicking here and get a 25% Discount and
FREE shipping.

Background

A Passion for the Edge - Living Your Dreams Now
You live your
dreams, by
living your
dreams.
Did you know
'how to succeed'
books may be
teaching you
how to fail?
Have you ever
asked yourself
why books you've read on how to succeed have not changed your
life or helped you start living your dreams? Do these books just add
more stuff to your already lengthy 'to do' list, but fail to produce
significant results?
This book explains why concepts in 'how to succeed' books don't
work and will help you discover how to begin living your dreams
NOW.
I came from a modest home. My father went into the military before
finishing high school. My parents are hardworking and caring but
have never been financially wealthy. I was the third of eight children
and the first of two sons. While growing up, kids my age liked me but
I was not in the popular crowd. Following high school I left home,
with just what I could carry in two suitcases, and joined the military.
After basic training I met and married my wife and best friend, Joni.
While in the military we had our first child, Noel. After the military
Joni worked to help put me through college. At college we had our
second child, Shannon. Within 6 months after leaving college I quit
my first job. While I was working in my second job we had our third
child, Cristi. Shortly afterward I quit this job, found a job in Alaska,
and we moved for the fourth time since leaving college. It was at this
time I started reading books about how to succeed. I read dozens of
books and have an extensive library on this topic but found most how
to succeed concepts in these books were ineffective in changing my
life. Then, I discovered the fundamental principles that make it
possible for average people to do extraordinary things.
I am a person of normal intelligence. I'm introverted and to this day
still find it difficult to speak in public. I'm just an average person perhaps a lot like you.
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So you can see why people laughed at me when I said I was going
to retire at 55... Then I retired at 50.
Imagine what it would feel like for you to begin living the life of your
dreams. You can begin today.
It's simple. A river stops when the water freezes, and a dream
stops when actions are frozen. You can only live your dream by living
your dream. In this book you will discover how to succeed in living
your dreams. No waiting necessary.
A book. The Road to Your Dreams.
Buy this book now by clicking here and get a 25% Discount and
FREE shipping.

Hopefully, after reading the description and background information you
see why we are thrilled about publishing this book. This book can
transform your life by showing how to be successful in all you do and how
to begin living your dreams. The unique approach swirls together words,
story, and pictures in a way that ignites a passion in you, making success
principles concrete, real, and alive. The experience can transform the way
you live by helping you embrace the possibility that there's nothing
stopping you from living your dreams now. No waiting necessary.
Yes. Ordinary people can do Extraordinary things.
Buy copies of A Passion for the Edge- Living Your Dreams Now by
clicking here and get a 25% Discount and FREE shipping. You can
also Buy This Book at Amazon.com.
Best wishes,
Tim Tyler
President, Edenscape Publishing

Buy A Passion for the Edge:
Living Your Dreams Now by
Clicking Here and get a 25%
Discount and FREE USPS
priority shipping.

The paperback book is discounted
from $21.50 to $16.13 (a $5.37
savings) and the hardcover book is
discounted from $27.50 to $20.63
(a $6.87 savings).
Thank you for your Order,
The Staff at Edenscape Publishing
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